Watch Dog offers mini weather station

The new Watch Dog Data Loggers allow you to build a customized mini-weather station to suit your IPM needs. These compact weather recorders are economical, feature a LCD display and are operated by the powerful SpecWare 4.0 software. The versatile Watch Dogs can be configured with up to four sensors including air temperature, relative humidity, rainfall, leaf wetness, soil temperature, soil moisture and PAR light. For more information, contact 800-248-8873.

Smithco ready to market Tournament Rake

A new type of sand bunker finish rake — Tournament Rake — is now being marketed by Smithco, manufacturer of a broad line of golf course maintenance equipment. Tournament Rake’s three firming blades and four finish blades are constructed of high grade, rustproof stainless steel. The firming blades prefirm and plane the sand, then the free-working finish blades further firm the sand and deliver the most playable surface. The rake is available in two widths — 84-inches and 72-inches — and the drawbar is made of structural-steel tubing. For more information, contact 610-688-4009.

These Are Not Your Run-of-the-mill Chelated Iron Sources.

Glucoheptonates — natural organic chelates — set MultiGreen II® and MaxiGreen II® apart from all the less effective micro-nutrient sources. These natural sugars prevent the micro-nutrients such as iron, zinc, copper and manganese from reacting with the soil, and keep them available to the plant for maximum root uptake.

Additionally, these sugars affix to the feeder roots. Being negatively charged, they act as additional CEC (Cation Exchange Capacities) and attract the positively charged nutrient cations, including Potassium, Phosphate, Calcium and Magnesium. Then, these nutrients are held for root absorption.

At the same time, the glucoheptonates are consumed by soil microbes as feedstuffs, multiplying the microbe population with added benefits. *Some of our advantages are hidden, but the superior results aren’t.*

Club Car’s XRT 272 for extreme terrain

Club Car has introduced its new XRT 272, a new utility vehicle for extreme terrain. The vehicle is designed with a combination of advanced features, including an 11-horsepower, 351cc engine; four-wheel hydraulic brakes; independent front suspension coupled with semi-independent rear suspension; operator selected differential lock; and aluminum I-beam construction and aluminum cargo box.

The XRT 272 can also be customized with light bar with halogen work lights, 1,500 pound remote-operator front or rear-mounted winch or beverage holders.

For more information, contact 800-643-1010.

ASP announces new varieties

Advanta Seeds Pacific (ASP) has added new turf varieties to its product portfolio. ASP 400 & 410 Perennial Ryegrasses have improved disease resistance and high level of fungal endophyte. Tested in the United States, ASP 400 & 410 have shown resistance to stem rust, dollar spot and red thread, as well as moderate levels of brown patch.

Regiment Turf-Type Tall Fescue is a new elite variety from ASP’s breeding program and Tulsa Turf-Type Tall Fescue is an award winning variety from ASP. In the 1992 National Tall Fescue Test, Tulsa ranked number one in leaf texture. For more information, contact 800-288-7333.

Glenmac’s rakes feature pure carbide

Glenmac’s Harley Power Box Rakes now feature a new roller tooth tipped with pure carbide. This tooth has 5 times the life of the vanadium roller tooth which greatly reduces your down time and any extended maintenance procedures. Designed for use on all Harley Power Rake models, these solid carbide teeth will take a bite out of the toughest jobs for years to come. If you have an existing Harley rake, you can upgrade by ordering a new roller fitted with these extended life teeth. For further information, contact 800-437-9779.
Standard’s TurfStone offer’s signage options

Standard Golf Company’s new TurfStone Tee Signs give golf courses the high-quality look of granite while costing significantly less than actual granite signs. Molded from composite material that resists cracking, fading, staining and golf course chemicals, these Tee Signs are designed to last, with proper care, for many years.

TurfStone Tee Signs offer various placement options from tee boxes to cart paths. In addition, TurfStone Tee Signs have solid steel backing that adds additional strength and mounting ease and are available in console configurations with ball washer, litter caddie and optional donor sign. For more information, contact 319-266-2538.
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There’s Nothing Better on Worms Than SCIMITAR®.

For big worm problems, SCIMITAR® is an exceptional addition to your turf pest management program because it:

- Controls sod webworms, armyworms and cutworms
- Delivers fast knockdown and extended residual
- Provides outstanding performance at low use rates
- Is available in two convenient formulations—wettable powder & capsule suspension
- Is easy on the environment
- Has application flexibility

For big worm problems in turf, nothing is better than SCIMITAR. For more information, contact your authorized Zenea Distributor, or call Zenea Professional Products Toll Free at 1-888-617-7690.

www.zeneacaprofprod.com
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Big Worm Problem.